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Part: A 

1: The SOA reference architecture identifies core services including Interaction, Process, 

Information, Partner, Access, and Infrastructure. What is one valid reason for excluding one or 

more of these services in an SOA? 

A.The application is predominantly middleware in nature, eliminating the need for presentation 

services. 

B.The consumer and the provider belong to different companies. 

C.The business sponsor has set budget constraints on solution architecture and the architectural 

components to be included have to be prioritized. 

D.The customer's internal politics make the specification too difficult. 

Correct Answers: A 

 

2: The IBM SOA Foundation includes services that support business innovation and optimization. 

What should be found in an SOA deployment compliant with the SOA Foundation? 

A.Automatic recognition of marketplace trends and dynamic reconfiguration of services in support 

B.Tools to help simulate business design and to predict the effect that design changes might have 

on the business 

C.Alerts generated whenever business efficiency drops below a predefined threshold 

D.An SOA dashboard for executives showing new business opportunities categorized by Return 

on Investment (ROI) 

Correct Answers: B 

 

3: What is the next step while architecting an SOA solution after having just completed 

documenting the business processes? 

A.Determine the operations required to realize each process 

B.Select a business steward for each process and instruct the steward to identify re-usable services 

C.Identify the services needed to realize each business process and group them into logical 

components 

D.Identify core and non-core business components 

Correct Answers: C 

 

4: A mortgage loan provider currently has legacy applications utilized by a network of branches 

and franchised agents. They want to expand by adding a new channel to allow independent 

mortgage brokers to submit mortgage loan applications. They realize they must provide a 

differentiating offering to the independent mortgage brokers to attract participants and grow the 

new channel. How can SOA benefit their requirement? 

A.By building an SOA with a secure connectivity layer, they could quickly enable the mortgage 

broker channel to use their applications without any changes to the legacy system. 

B.They could reduce the cost to develop new applications needed for each independent broker by 

reusing services as integration code that is written for each broker's system to expedite 

development. 

C.By service enabling the legacy applications and offering a Web-based portal for independent 

brokers, they can minimize the impact to existing channels, minimize changes to existing code, 



and quickly create an offering for the new channel. 

D.By implementing security and governance as part of an SOA deployment, they can control 

access to the current system to determine which brokers are using the system and personalize their 

marketing to the high usage brokers. 

Correct Answers: C 

 

5: Several design considerations have to be taken into account when designing services in an SOA. 

Which statement, as applied to those design considerations, is true? 

A.Stateless implies that service operation parameters should be allied to the operation semantics. 

B.Loose coupling implies that services should be designed using standardized interfaces and with 

the adoption of open standards. 

C.Service granularity implies the service consumer does not hard-code the specific location of the 

service. 

D.Encapsulation implies that services should hide the implementation details from their interface 

design. 

Correct Answers: D 

 

6: A rapidly growing retail company recently outsourced their package delivery to a very reputable 

package delivery company. The two companies are integrated using SOA and Web services. 

However, the retail company is having customer satisfaction issues as the call center is not reliably 

calculating delivery dates. Which portion of the SOA Foundation is the focus to resolve this issue? 

A.Information Services 

B.Process Services 

C.Partner Services 

D.Interaction Services 

Correct Answers: C 

 

7: A team is evaluating the maturity of a customer's solution architecture relative to the IBM SOA 

Foundation. It is discovered that the customer has invested heavily in an internally-developed 

Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and that their ESB has functionality expected to be found in other 

SOA Foundation services, especially Process Services, Business Services, and Information 

Services. Which recommendation should be made? 

A.Continue development of the ESB because the architecture is generally compliant with the SOA 

Foundation 

B.Stop development of the ESB because the architecture violates the principle of loose coupling 

among services 

C.Continue using the ESB but begin a transition to a vendor-supported, standards-compliant ESB 

D.Stop development because the custom ESB provides almost no Interaction Services 

Correct Answers: C 

 

8: How can a designer most effectively integrate components developed in disparate technologies 

at different companies into a composite application within an SOA? 

A.Through careful coordination with all parties to ensure compatible interfaces 

B.Through the use of industry standards such as SOAP over HTTPS 



C.By placing the components in a service repository which will mediate the differences in their 

interfaces 

D.By providing code mediation and transformation functions through a business process modeling 

effort 

Correct Answers: B 

 

9: A company is using the IBM SOA solution stack to create a new composite application to keep 

up with the changing marketplace. Functions and data from several existing Enterprise 

Information Systems (EIS) will be aggregated into the new application using a top-down approach. 

Which solution is the most appropriate for implementation? 

A.Exposing existing applications using multiple adapters 

B.Exposing existing systems to heterogeneous clients 

C.Exposing existing applications with service components 

D.Exposing existing systems with a Web services gateway 

Correct Answers: C 

 

10: Two existing applications share common data with each having their own database. Since the 

data is replicated between the two of them every night, it leads to problems during the day when 

either application works with potentially outdated data. The customer is considering SOA as a 

solution. Which SOA approach can most effectively solve this problem? 

A.Design a service interface on top of both applications allowing exchange of the shared data in 

real time 

B.Create an information integration layer exposed as services, then re-factor both applications to 

use those services 

C.Consolidate both databases into one and establish proper locking algorithms to ensure data 

integrity 

D.Design a new service that encapsulates the shared data between the two applications 

Correct Answers: B 

 

11: The IT organization within a large enterprise is convinced that adopting SOA would 

significantly improve their response time to business requests for new functionality. Which 

statement about SOA governance is most likely to be true? 

A.The business organization must be educated and convinced that SOA governance will solve 

their IT operational issues. 

B.No additional governance will be required for SOA as implementation only involves IT 

resources. 

C.Management of the introduction of SOA must be incorporated into enterprise governance to be 

most effective. 

D.Business agility can only be achieved by introducing SOA governance at multiple levels within 

the enterprise organization together with executive sponsorship. 

Correct Answers: C 

 

12: The SOA Designer for a large corporation has been assigned the responsibility of defining the 

services for the purchasing area. The SOA Designer identifies the business needs and background 



information from the relevant stakeholder use cases. It is important that 95% of purchasing 

requests are processed within four hours. Which approach should be followed by the SOA 

Designer? 

A.Evaluate legacy application systems for relevant functionality and performance 

B.Model the purchasing business process and simulate operations to correctly identify service 

granularity 

C.Use goal service modeling to understand which candidate services are critical 

D.Interview the stakeholders to find out which business services they would like to expose to 

business partners 

Correct Answers: C 

 

13: A customer wants to create a View Statement Service. Data is stored in VSAM files on System 

z and the files can be large. The data is archived quarterly, so retrieval time can be significant. 

Furthermore, the legal view format can change over time. How should the SOA Foundation be 

utilized to implement the View Statement Service? 

A.Interaction Services to Access Services via Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) 

B.Process Services with JCA to CICS/VSAM 

C.Business Application Services to Access Services via ESB 

D.Business Application Services with JCA to CICS/VSAM 

Correct Answers: C 

 

14: The agents of a financial clearing house use several applications that reside in CICS, an 

application server and a home-grown customer management system. These applications all 

provide their own interaction services using disparate protocols and UIs. Which pattern is the most 

appropriate for implementation? 

A.Access the data and functionality using adapters and present the information using JSPs 

B.Create a Swing client to access the refactored application functions which will be wrapped in 

Web services 

C.Expose the application functionality as services and create a portal for a unified UI 

D.Use the WebSphere Services Gateway to expose the existing systems and integrate the 

information with a consistent HTML based UI 

Correct Answers: C 

 

15: A company has been experiencing a substantially higher load on their online ordering system 

over the holidays. The assigned Solution Architect has recommended the use of selectors in 

routing the incoming requests based on market factors. Which important design consideration is 

being addressed when evaluating the business process aspect of an SOA solution? 

A.Evaluating a number of deployment options for load balancing 

B.Delivery of a consistent user experience under various load conditions 

C.Ability to respond quickly to high value orders 

D.Leveraging information services to improve customer satisfaction 

Correct Answers: C 

 

16: In a legacy transformation project an Architect decides to drive CICS transactions using MQ 



messages generated by WebSphere Message Broker using a 3270 bridge. What is the advantage of 

this architecture? 

A.The flow is broken into several legs which means that processing is less complex. 

B.Fewer transactions are required to achieve processing. 

C.The requesting context is already established when the response from CICS is returned. 

D.A wide variety of sources and formats can be routed and transformed as needed. 

Correct Answers: D 

 

17: Which issue must be addressed when abstract service definitions are mapped to IT 

components and are deployed into a runtime environment? 

A.Review of business models and system documentation for the business process in focus 

B.Decomposition of relevant existing systems into process flows, business rules, and potentially 

reusable components 

C.A choice of architecture alternatives for service implementation 

D.Orchestration of the services into higher level processes 

Correct Answers: C 

 

18: At an organization, some standards-based technologies have been adopted around a J2EE 

application server. There is now a need to provide multi-channel access to existing service 

providers. Which product should be used for service connectivity in this design? 

A.WebSphere Message Broker 

B.WebSphere Service Registry and Repository 

C.WebSphere ESB 

D.DataPower SOA Appliance 

Correct Answers: C 

 

19: A telecom company is trying to capture the business processes that comprise their customer 

management and provisioning applications. Additionally, they would like to do some process 

analysis for the purpose of optimizing the interactions between these applications. Which tool, or 

tools, best fits this situation? 

A.Tivoli Application Dependency Discovery Manager 

B.Rational Software Architect and Tivoli Composite Application Manager 

C.WebSphere Business Modeler 

D.WebSphere Integration Developer and Tivoli Performance Viewer 

Correct Answers: C 

 

20: While defining the non-functional requirements for a company, an SOA Architect wants to 

make use of existing patterns. Which specification should be chosen to address service 

performance? 

A.Web Service Response Template pattern 

B.Requester Side Caching pattern 

C.Preferred Data Source pattern 

D.Aspect Logging pattern 

Correct Answers: B 



 

 


